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Graph mining is a well-explored area of research
where frequent subgraph discovery is an important
problem. To get an understanding of various frequent
subgraph discovery algorithms and to assess their
suitability to various application scenarios, it is important to establish a common framework for their study.
The present article addresses this need by bringing
out a classification scheme emphasizing the intrinsic
characteristics of these algorithms. The classification
scheme is based on the search strategy, the nature of
the input, and the completeness of the output of these
algorithms. A short discussion on a few more recent
algorithms is also included. An experimental evaluation that explores the relevance and applicability of a
subset of these algorithms for some current application scenarios is furnished for completeness.
Keywords: Algorithms, graph mining, frequent subgraphs, subgraph discovery.
GRAPH-BASED representations of real-world problems
have been helpful due to their improved clarity and efficient use in finding the solutions1–4. This has opened up a
new domain in the field of data mining and knowledge
discovery, i.e. graph mining. Graph mining has been one
of the most explored and evolving research topics in the
data-mining domain4–6. Some of the important problems
addressed by graph mining are pattern matching, clustering and subgraph discovery, to name a few.
Subgraph discovery is one of the well-addressed problems in the graph-mining domain. It is further divided
into various sub-tasks depending on the features of the
subgraphs to be discovered. The two main sub-tasks are
the frequent subgraph discovery7 and dense subgraph discovery8–10. Among these, frequent subgraph discovery
has been more popular and happens to be one of the most
explored problems today. Frequent subgraph discovery
algorithms have been extensively used in various application domains such as computational biology11, which
includes discovering motif structure for protein interactions12, finding residue packing patterns from protein
structures13 and in chemical carcinogenesis14. These algorithms are found to be useful in security threat assessment
and analysis as well15,16.
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The frequent subgraph discovery problem can be defined as the process of finding those subgraphs from a
given graph or a set of graphs which have frequent or
multiple instances within the given graph or the set of
graphs. Among the algorithms that have been developed
in this area, SUBDUE17 is one of the early examples.
Agrawal et al.18 have done pioneering work that laid the
basis for these algorithms that were developed later in
this field. The complexity of the frequent subgraph
discovery problem is evident from the diversity of
approaches employed in developing various algorithms
for its solution.
The frequent subgraph discovery problem has been
addressed from many directions using various approaches, including a priori strategy18, inductive logic
programming (ILP)19,20 and pattern growth approach21.
Hence, there exist many algorithms based on different
approaches. This makes the task of identifying a suitable
algorithm for any given application scenario an involved
process. It is with the intention to assist in this task that
we propose to establish a common framework for analysing various properties of these algorithms. Such a framework is intended to help application developers in making
an informed choice that suits the application environment
and its requirements. The following factors that connect
the solutions and their algorithms to the application
requirements help in constructing this framework.
• Search strategy – There are two basic search strategies
employed for finding out frequent subgraphs: the
breadth first search (BFS) strategy and the depth first
search (DFS) strategy.
• Nature of the input – The algorithms are of two types
based on the input they take. The first type takes in a
single large graph as input, whereas the second type
takes a set of small graphs as input.
• Completeness of the output – Based on the set of the
frequent subgraphs discovered, the algorithms are of
two types. The first type returns the complete set of
frequent subgraphs, whereas the second type returns a
partial set of frequent subgraphs.
As part of our framework, we propose to bring out a classification scheme on the basis of the above three factors.
Efforts have been made in the past that address some of
the factors brought out above. A summary of the literaCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011
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ture presented by Washio and Motoda7 describes various
algorithmic approaches for frequent subgraph discovery.
However, they do not touch upon the other significant
factors such as input and output types. Similarly, a more
recent work by Aggarwal and Wang5 has mentioned some
algorithms for frequent subgraph discovery. However, the
focus of their work is on graph mining in general, covering other sub-problems in this domain. Worlein et al.22
have presented a study on three algorithms based on DFS
strategy. However, they have not mentioned about many
other algorithms in their study. This has led us to conclude that no formal method of classifying the frequent
subgraph mining algorithms can be found in any of these
efforts.
The study presented here is relevant in this context as it
focuses on classifying the algorithms based on three
different factors and explains each one of them in detail.
The first factor is based on the search strategy used; the
second is based on the nature of the input and the third on
the completeness of the output. The criteria for choosing
these three factors for classifying frequent subgraph discovery algorithms are based on their role in determining
applicability of these algorithms for different application
scenarios. A quick overview of the organization of this
article is as follows.
We first focus on various existing algorithms for frequent subgraph discovery. Then we establish a scheme
for classification of these algorithms based on the search
strategy, nature of the input, and completeness of the output. This is followed by a discussion on some latest
algorithms for frequent subgraph mining. Next an experimental evaluation of these algorithms on some benchmark datasets is presented. We conclude with some
directions for future research in the domain of frequent
subgraph mining.

Highlights of existing algorithms
The problem of frequent subgraph discovery has its roots
in the early nineties with the formulation of the algorithm
for the market basket-analysis18. This work was followed
by the development of many new concepts and algorithms, and now we have numerous algorithms for frequent subgraph discovery exploiting various algorithmic
approaches and other factors.
The frequent subgraph discovery process can be divided into two major steps. The first step is to find a subgraph based on a search strategy. The next step is to find
matching ones in the given graph/graphs using subgraph
isomorphism. In general, the following four aspects
influence the execution of these algorithms and also the
output generated by them.
• Graph representation;
• Subgraph generation;
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• Algorithmic approach;
• Frequency evaluation.
We now review a few popular algorithms that have been
used in various applications and have also laid the path
for considerable enhancements later.
Graph representation is an important aspect in frequent
subgraph discovery algorithms because it has direct and
significant influence on memory usage as well as execution time of these algorithms. Various graph representation schemes are available, among which adjacency
matrix, adjacency list, hash table and trie are frequently
used by the mining algorithms. Adjacency matrix representation is easier to implement, but there can be a considerable waste of memory if the input graph/graphs is
sparse. The adjacency list representation consumes less
space compared to adjacency matrix. The hash table
scheme uses a hash function to map keys with their corresponding values. Its advantage over other representations
is the speed with which it retrieves the result. It is useful
in the case of very large input graphs. Trie is an ordered
tree data structure which can be used to represent graphs.
Look-up time in trie is less and is comparatively faster
than a poorly designed hash table. Out of the 10 algorithms that we consider here, SUBDUE, HSIGRAM23 and
FFSM24 use adjacency matrix representation. FSG25,
gSpan26 and CloseGraph27 prefer adjacency lists for storing the graphs. Hash table representation is used by Gaston28 and this accounts for its superior performance over
the other algorithms. FARMER29 uses trie for graph representation. ISG30 represents graphs in an entirely
different manner. It transforms the input set of graphs
into item sets which are then represented using edge
triplets. In the case of GREW31, any sparse graph representation is acceptable.
Subgraph generation is the next important aspect in the
frequent subgraph discovery process. It can be realized
using a number of mechanisms, out of which the most
common ones are level-wise search, extension and merging. In level-wise search, the algorithm finds a subgraph
and then enumerates the instances of the subgraph by one
adjacent edge in all possible ways. SUBDUE and
FARMER follow this mechanism for subgraph generation. The second mechanism is extension, where an
already discovered subgraph is extended by one edge/
node at a time. FSG employs this method, whereas gSpan
and CloseGraph use a modified version of extension
which is called rightmost extension. In rightmost
extension, the basic methodology is to extend the graph
from the rightmost vertex or from the vertices from
rightmost path of the graph. ISG uses a similar approach
known as edge triplet extension in which a discovered
itemset is extended by adding one edge triplet in each
iteration. The third common mechanism is merging in
which certain subgraphs, discovered in previous iteration
and connected by one or more edges, are merged to
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obtain a new subgraph. GREW and HSIGRAM use iterative merging for subgraph generation. FFSM uses a combination of merging and extension for subgraph
generation. Gaston uses a combination of cycle close
refinement and Nauty-based normalization32. Cycle close
refinement ensures that graphs are generated only from
their corresponding spanning trees.
Algorithmic approach is the core element of the frequent subgraph discovery process. There are two types of
algorithmic approaches: a priori-based and pattern growth-based. In the a priori-based approach, a subgraph of
size (k + 1) is generated from subgraphs of size k using
level-wise strategy and subsequent join methods. FSG,
HSIGRAM and FFSM are clearly a priori-based methods.
FARMER, which has been developed as an enhancement
to WARMR, an earlier developed algorithm which works
on the basis of ILP approach, is based on a combination
of a priori and ILP approaches. ISG carries out frequent
subgraph discovery by transforming graphs into itemsets
followed by frequent itemset discovery, which is also a
priori-based. The resultant frequent itemsets are transformed back to subgraphs. In pattern-growth approach, the
subgraph generation is carried out by extending the previously discovered subgraph by one node or one edge.
SUBDUE, gSpan, CloseGraph, GREW and Gaston follow
pattern growth approach. Gaston is the fastest among the
lot due to the fact that it uses quick-start principle, where
paths in a graph are considered first, which are then enumerated to trees and finally trees are enumerated to find
the subgraphs.
The other significant aspect concerned with frequent
subgraph discovery is frequency evaluation. It is the
process of counting the number of occurrences of a subgraph in a large graph/set of graphs, and determining
whether it is frequent or not. A subgraph is frequent if its
count is greater than a predefined threshold value. Frequency evaluation can be carried out using many techniques. SUBDUE uses minimum description length code
and background knowledge to compute the frequency; in
fact, this computation also results in finding the best subgraph based on the value obtained. FARMER uses the trie
data structure for frequency computation. FSG and ISG
use transaction identifier (TID) lists for frequency counting. Each frequent subgraph has a list of transaction identifiers which support it. For computing frequency of a k
subgraph, the intersection of the TID lists of (k – 1) subgraphs is computed. CloseGraph and gSpan use DFS
lexicographic ordering for frequency evaluation. Here,
each graph is mapped into a DFS sequence followed by
construction of a lexicographic order among them based
on these sequences, and thus a search tree is developed26.
Now the minimum DFS code obtained from this tree for a
particular graph is the canonical label of that graph which
helps in evaluating the frequency. In case of HSIGRAM
and GREW, the aim is to find the maximal independent
set of a graph which is constructed out of the embeddings
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of a frequent subgraph so as to evaluate its frequency.
FFSM uses a sub-optimal canonical adjacency matrix tree
for counting the frequency. Frequency counting process
for Gaston is carried out with the help of embedding lists,
where all the occurrences of a particular label are stored
in the embedding lists.
In summary, this section talks about 10 popular algorithms for frequent subgraph discovery. The details of
these algorithms with respect to the four algorithmic
aspects are furnished in Table 1 for a quick reference.

Classification scheme based on three factors
From the very description of each of the above algorithms,
a clear distinction can be drawn among them based on
various algorithmic aspects. Hence, the emphasis is on
classifying them based on some essential factors, viz. the
search criteria, nature of the input and completeness of
the output. The significance of this classification scheme
is that it enables the developers to choose an appropriate
algorithm to be used for a particular application based on
the resource constraints and other requirements of the
application or the environment in which it is going to be
used.

Based on search strategy
We can classify various frequent subgraph discovery
algorithms on the basis of the search strategy used to
mine the graphs. The search strategy is of two types, BFS
and DFS. The advantage with BFS approach is that it
guarantees discovery of all frequent subgraphs above a
minimum threshold given relaxed memory and time constraints. The reason is that BFS being a level by level
search, considers all nodes at a particular level and thus
searching in this manner covers all the nodes in the
graph. Another advantage is its low vulnerability to redundancy compared to DFS. But it is observed that most
of the recent algorithms have focussed on depth first
approach since it consumes less space compared to
breadth first approach. This is because the number of lists
that need to be stored in memory in case of the depth first
approach is proportional to the depth of the graph (in case
of a set of graphs, it is equal to the depth of the biggest
graph), whereas in breadth first approach, it is proportional to the width of the graph (i.e. the maximal number
of subgraphs in one level)22. The disadvantage with DFS
is that the probability of redundancy in subgraphs generated is high.
First, let us consider the algorithms that use the breadth
first strategy as shown in Figure 1. SUBDUE is one of
the early algorithms that has implemented the breadth
first approach. FARMER (initial version) also falls in the
same category. Other algorithms that fall under this category include FSG and HSIGRAM. The main drawback
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011
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Table 1.

Algorithmic aspects of ten popular algorithms

Algorithm

Graph representation

SUBDUE

Adjacency matrix

Level-wise search

Pattern growth

FARMER
FSG
gSpan
CloseGraph
HSIGRAM
GREW

Trie structure
Adjacency list
Adjacency list
Adjacency list
Adjacency matrix
Sparse graph
representation
Adjacency matrix
Hash table
Edge triplet

Level-wise search
One edge extension
Rightmost extension
Rightmost extension
Iterative merging
Iterative merging

ILP and a priori-based
A priori-based
Pattern growth
Pattern growth
A priori-based
Pattern growth

Minimum description length
code and background knowledge
Trie data structure
Transaction identifier (TID) lists
Depth first search (DFS) lexicographic order
DFS lexicographic order
Maximal independent set
Maximal independent set

Merging and extension
Extension
Edge triplet extension

A priori-based
Pattern growth
A priori-based

Sub-optimal canonical adjacency matrix tree
Embedding lists
TID lists

FFSM
Gaston
ISG

Subgraph generation

Figure 1.

Algorithmic approach

Frequency evaluation

Classification of frequent subgraph discovery algorithms.

with all these algorithms is that they are slower than their
counterparts that use the DFS strategy. But it should be
noted that these algorithms have been popular among the
frequent subgraph discovery community.
gSpan is the first algorithm implemented using the
DFS strategy. CloseGraph and FFSM also follow the
same search strategy. Gaston is the most efficient algorithm among the lot and its efficiency is mainly due to its
DFS strategy. Some of the recent algorithms have also
resorted to DFS because of its advantages, and ISG is one
among them.

Based on nature of input
Another classification of the algorithms is based on the
input they take (Figure 1). This is due to the fact that we
can consider two scenarios when dealing with frequent
subgraph mining. In the first case, we can consider a set
of graphs or a graph database from which we can mine
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011

frequent subgraphs. In this case, even when there are a
large number of graphs, each individual graph would be
small in size. In the second case, we have a large input
graph and we have to mine out frequent subgraphs which
repeat at various sections of this single graph. Here the
size of the input graph can be very large and in turn mining patterns can be more tedious than in the first case.
There are a wide variety of applications for both these
problem types. In case of a telephone call graph or a
social network, the graph representation would have a
single large graph from which frequent subgraphs have to
be mined. The applications of a set of graphs or multiple
graphs occur in the case of molecular databases, medical
datasets, and chemical compound structures, to name a
few.
Among the algorithms that fall under the single input
graph category, chronologically SUBDUE is the first
algorithm. HSIGRAM is another algorithm that takes in a
single large sparse graph as input. GREW also falls in the
193
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same category. It is to be noted that few algorithms are
available in this category as the application domains dealing with graph databases outnumber the applications
dealing with a single graph.
The algorithms that fall under the second class, i.e.
those which take a set of graphs as input, form a bigger
list. Out of the ten algorithms we have considered,
FARMER is the earliest one developed for graph databases. FSG is another algorithm where a set of graphs is
considered as input. gSpan, which works using the DFS
strategy, also falls under this class. CloseGraph is more
efficient than gSpan and takes in a set of graphs as
input. FFSM and Gaston are other DFS-based algorithms
which take multiple graphs as input. ISG also mines
maximal frequent subgraphs from a set of graphs. Most
of the recently developed algorithms come under this
class of graph set input type.

Based on completeness of output
The algorithms can be classified into two groups based on
the completeness of the search they carry out and the output they generate (Figure 1). The algorithms in the first
group do not mine the complete set of frequent subgraphs,
whereas those in the second group discover the whole set
of frequent subgraphs. There is a trade-off between performance and completeness. In the case of huge inputs, it
would be computationally expensive to mine all the frequent subgraphs. Also, the requirement of the problem
might be limited to a certain number of frequent subgraphs rather than the complete set. But in certain
domains, it may be required to find all frequent subgraphs. In such a case, we have to resort to algorithms
mining out complete sets of frequent subgraphs.
SUBDUE is one of the early algorithms that produced
an incomplete set of frequent subgraphs. It employs a
greedy search approach and there is no backtracking
involved, and hence it cannot mine all the frequent substructures. Later GREW was developed, which is also
heuristic in nature, but more efficient than SUBDUE. It
also scales well when applied on a large input graph. Due
to its heuristic nature, GREW cannot mine many frequent
subgraphs that are usually discovered by complete frequent subgraph mining algorithms. CloseGraph is another
algorithm which does not mine out a complete set of frequent subgraphs. The maximal frequent subgraph discovery
algorithm, ISG, also mines an incomplete set of frequent
subgraphs.
Several algorithms mine the complete set of frequent
subgraphs according to the given criterion or conditions.
FARMER, which follows the ILP approach, has been one
of the earliest of the lot which can mine a complete set of
subgraphs. But it is inefficient in terms of computation.
FSG, which follows the a priori-based approach, mines a
complete set of frequent subgraphs. But its utility in the
real-world scenario is limited due to efficiency constraints.
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gSpan appears to be more efficient than FARMER and
FSG. It also mines the complete set of frequent subgraphs. FFSM is another algorithm which can efficiently
mine out all the frequent subgraphs. It adopts a DFS
search strategy and mines all the connected subgraphs.
Gaston, since it applies the quick start principle, is the
most efficient in the lot and finds the complete set of frequent subgraphs above a given threshold. HSIGRAM is
not as efficient as Gaston, but mines all the frequent subgraphs from a single large graph.

Some current trends
In the previous section, we focussed on some algorithms
that have been used or are still in use across various application domains for frequent subgraph discovery. In this
section, we attempt to cover some current trends in this
area and the algorithms developed using these trends.
These algorithms are also steadily establishing their place
in various applications.

Random search strategy
In some applications, the conventional BFS and DFS
strategies may fail to find all the subgraphs for a large
graph dataset within a given time-frame. Another issue
with these strategies is that they might be unsuccessful in
mining some important subgraphs. Such situations can
be handled with the use of a heuristic random search
strategy, where subgraph generation is employed by
extending a random edge or a vertex. An algorithm implementing random search strategy is ORIGAMI33, which
finds maximal orthogonal subgraphs instead of all frequent subgraphs.

Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA)34 is a technique
involving the mathematical transformation of a set of
connected variables to a small number of independent
variables. The recent research trends show that PCA can
be applied in finding frequent subgraphs. gPCA algorithm35 uses Lanczos algorithm36 to implement the PCA
technique. In the gPCA algorithm, the approach is not to
find all frequent subgraphs, but to mine out informative
patterns from the graphs corresponding to the significant
principal components.

Application-specific
Frequent subgraph discovery algorithms are usually
generic in nature. These algorithms can be applied across
various domains by tweaking the core algorithm to the
application requirements. But now, there seems to be a
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011
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Table 2.
Dataset

Graph

Distinct
edge labels

Compound_422
Tumour
HIV

422
42,247
42,646

2
3
3

Description of molecular datasets used

Distinct
Number of average
node labels
edges in a graph
21
67
63

42
29
47

change in this approach. There has been a rise in the
development of application-centric algorithms which are
most suited for certain applications and efficient in solving the problem associated with that domain. Grou
Miner37 is one such algorithm, which is applicable to
object-oriented programming. It is used for discovering
usage patterns of one or more objects or classes, wherein
objects or classes are represented in the form of labelled
directed acyclic graphs. The whole problem domain is
transformed into graph representation and then Grou
miner is applied. Grou Miner has wide applications in
software development, as it can help discover useful code
skeletons and also anomalies.

Frequent directed labelled subgraph discovery
The trends discussed above are mainly concerned with
undirected frequent subgraph discovery. An emerging
trend is the directed labelled subgraph discovery.
DIGDAG38 is an algorithm aimed at discovering directed
acyclic subgraphs. mSpan39 is another algorithm which
mines all the frequent labelled directed subgraphs.

Number of average
nodes in a graph

Number of maximum Number of maximum
edges in a graph
nodes in a graph

40
27
45

196
229
252

189
223
250

42,687 molecules, each one of which corresponds to a
graph. The third dataset, Compound_422 (ref. 27), is
comparatively small in size, but the average number of
edges and the average number of nodes per graph are
considerably larger to that of the tumour dataset. More
details about these three datasets are furnished in Table 2.

Experimental set-up
All our experiments have been carried out on a 32 bit
Linux system with 4 GB memory and 3.0 GHz Intel processor. The executable program for the FSG algorithm was
obtained from the homepage of Karypis25. Similarly, the
executables for gSpan and Gaston were obtained from
Yan and Han26, and Nijssen and Kok28. The benchmark
datasets considered for this experimentation had to be
transformed to a format that is acceptable by these executable programs. Forty-one graphs from the HIV dataset
have been dropped since the executable of gSpan permitted only a maximum number of 254 nodes per graph in a
dataset.

Performance evaluation
Experimental evaluation
We consider three algorithms, FSG, gSpan and Gaston,
for comparison and evaluate them on the basis of their
performance on three benchmark datasets. The choice of
these three algorithms is based on the fact that they are
complete in terms of the output they deliver and are
designed to take a set of graphs as input. Along with this,
each of the above algorithms selected has a unique feature which distinguishes them from other algorithms.
FSG is one of the pioneer algorithms that works using the
BFS strategy. gSpan was the first algorithm developed
using DFS strategy. Gaston is the latest and the fastest
algorithm for frequent subgraph discovery. Hence these
three algorithms have been considered in this experimental evaluation.
Three molecular datasets corresponding to computational biology and chemical informatics domain are considered in this experimentation. The DTP human tumour
cell line screen (CANSO3SD)40 dataset consists of 42,247
molecules. Each molecule corresponds to a graph, where
atoms are represented using nodes and the bonds between
them are represented by edges. The HIV dataset41 has
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011

We had earlier discussed about a few popular algorithms
for frequent subgraph discovery. From this discussion,
we can clearly draw a distinction among these algorithms
in terms of their performance. Since we have a mix of
algorithms which act on a single graph as input as well as
a set of graphs as input, we can construct two orderings
for these two classes of algorithms based on their performance. The first one is for the single-graph input class.
Here SUBDUE is the slowest. HSIGRAM, which uses
BFS strategy, is faster than SUBDUE23. The fastest of the
lot in this class is GREW31. The set of frequent subgraph
discovery algorithms for a single large graph input case is
arranged in increasing order of efficiency as given below:
{SUBDUE, HSIGRAM, GREW}.
The second ordering is for the multiple graph input class.
Among the algorithms that we have considered, FSG is
the slowest in this class since it employs a BFS strategy.
gSpan is faster than FSG26, but CloseGraph using equivalent occurrence and early termination is more efficient
than gSpan27. FFSM which was developed later turned
195
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out to be faster than CloseGraph24. Gaston, which is
based on the quick start principle, leads the list as it is the
fastest algorithm for frequent subgraph discovery. The set
of frequent subgraph discovery algorithms for the multiple graphs input case is arranged in increasing order of
efficiency as given below:
{FSG, gSpan, CloseGraph, FFSM, Gaston}.
The performance superiority of Gaston over gSpan was
brought out by some authors22,28, but so far no attempt
has been made to bring FSG into perspective. The importance of FSG is that it identifies the complete set of frequent subgraphs using the BFS strategy. So here the aim
is to bring out clearly the efficiency dominance of DFSbased algorithms over BFS-based ones. Our experiments
on each of the three datasets proved that Gaston was
above par in performance over FSG. Even though in case
of the DTP tumour dataset, gSpan had almost a comparable efficiency with Gaston, in case of HIV assay, the latter completely outperformed gSpan and FSG. Table 3
shows the relative performance of these three algorithms
Table 3.
Minimum
support (%)
60
50
40
30
20
10
Table 4.
Minimum
support (%)
60
50
40
30
20
10
Table 5.
Minimum
support (%)
60
50
40
30
20
10

Experimental results with Compund_422 dataset

Number of subgraphs
discovered*

FSG
T (sec)

gSpan
T (sec)

Gaston
T (sec)

16
29
56
119
932
15,966

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
1.2
12.9

0.08
0.11
0.12
0.14
0.29
2.00

0.03
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.21
1.75

Experimental results with Tumour dataset (CANSO3SD)
Number of subgraphs
discovered*

FSG
T (sec)

gSpan
T (sec)

Gaston
T (sec)

36
49
88
155
363
1496

15.8
20.5
30.0
45.2
71.5
143.7

9.51
10.43
11.82
14.19
19.86
38.25

3.76
4.64
6.08
8.35
13.81
33.15

Experimental results with HIV dataset (AIDO99SD)
Number of subgraphs
discovered*

FSG
T (sec)

gSpan
T (sec)

Gaston
T (sec)

125
230
405
827
2,144
10,970

74.6
119.9
184.0
306.1
582.6
1672.8

23.72
30.97
40.62
62.92
118.60
505.60

13.02
19.76
29.41
46.99
93.15
352.19

*The three algorithms that we considered for experimentation have discovered the same number of subgraphs corresponding to different
minimum support values on each of these datasets.
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on Compound_422 dataset. The performance evaluation
of FSG, gSpan and Gaston on the tumour dataset is
presented in Table 4. Similarly, Table 5 shows the performance comparison of these three algorithms on the
HIV dataset.
We have also evaluated the algorithms based on the
number of frequent subgraphs generated by them (corresponding to different minimum support values). As
expected, with a decrease in the minimum support value,
the number of frequent subgraphs generated increases,
which is plotted in Figure 2. On the basis of the experimental values obtained in terms of the execution time,

Figure 2. Number of frequent subgraphs present in (a) Compound_422, (b) Tumour and (c) HIV datasets.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011
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gSpan and FSG widens considerably, except in the case
of the tumour dataset.
The above experiments reaffirm the fact that Gaston is
more efficient than many existing algorithms that discover all frequent subgraphs.

Conclusion
Frequent subgraph discovery is one of the most challenging problems in the graph-mining domain. This article
provides a comprehensive description of a few popular
and efficient algorithms in this area highlighting various
algorithmic aspects. Emphasizing the need to assess the
suitability of various frequent subgragh discovery algorithms to different application scenarios, a framework has
been proposed classifying them into various categories
based on some essential factors. An experimental evaluation of these algorithms has also been reported here
bringing out their relative performance, which may help
researchers and developers to choose the algorithms that
suit best their applications. Apart from the experimental
evaluation, this article also provides a discussion on a
few recently developed frequent subgraph discovery
algorithms. It is evident that recently, there has been a
drastic change in the approach towards graph mining,
exemplified by ORIGAMI, which does not use any conventional search methodology.
The future prospects for frequent subgraph discovery
are manifold in terms of the enhancements possible.
• The concept of discovering the entire set of frequent
subgraphs is getting replaced by mining only the
significant patterns, which is a subset of the complete
set of frequent subgraphs. This can save storage space
and execution time, thereby making the algorithm more
efficient.
• Another direction is to make use of the inherent parallelism in the algorithm that can help exploit cluster or
cloud computing.
With the enhancements in processing power and storage
space, more efficient algorithms are expected to be developed which can energise the whole research area of
frequent subgraph discovery further.
Figure 3. Performance comparison of algorithms on (a) Compound_422, (b) Tumour and (c) HIV datasets.

separate plots for each dataset are produced as shown in
Figure 3. A striking observation from these plots is that
the execution time decreases drastically with increasing
minimum support, as the expected number of frequent
subgraphs decreases with increasing minimum support.
Another observation is that with decreasing minimum
support, the difference in performance between Gaston,
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 100, NO. 2, 25 JANUARY 2011
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